
Disempowering Millions of Dreams
Federalism and “New India’s” Centralization Theme

By Salman Anees Soz, Deputy Chairman, AIPC and Regional 
Coordinator, AIPC North Zone 

This discerning analysis of federalism looks at how 
and why the anti-federalism or centralizing theme of  
the government is detrimental to people’s interests. It delves 
into the abrogation of Article 370 in Jammu and Kashmir  
in this context and explains how such steps defeat the  
principle of federalism. 

Read this article in the “Big Close Up” Section of Insipre! for a  
big close up view on the importance of federalism for all of  
us common Indians! 
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Coming up very soon…
 Inspire! August 2022 Issue.

The Inspire! website offers you the unique option of reading articles on the web as 
well as in the PDF magazine format, for those who prefer the experience of reading 
from designed-pages of a hardcopy magazine look and feel. Inspire’s August  
2022 issue’s PDF magazine will be uploaded on the website very soon and will also  
be delivered to you by email. Meanwhile, you can already read some editorials  
and articles from the issue that have already been published online on the  
Inspire! website.

  Content Highlights

Editorial on “Bharat Jodo” by All India Professionals’ Congress Chairman,  
Dr Shashi Tharoor. Dr Tharoor, as we know, is a member of the Central Planning 
Group for the Bharat Jodo campaign across the nation. 

AIPC: A Successful Experiment, An Ongoing Adventure: Editorial by  
Shri Salman Anees Soz, Deputy Chairman, AIPC

A Summer of Discord, Discontent, and Divisive Politics: Editorial by  
Dr Vandana R Singh, Editor-In-Chief, Inspire!



Destination India’s Soul
Marching the Nation Away from Bigotry, Towards  
Peace and Strength

By Mohan Kumaramangalam, President, AIPC Tamil Nadu

This engaging account traces the motivations driving padyatras 
(marching on foot) and their impact on our society, separating 
the spiritual from the political. It then reflects upon the peace 
and strength the Bharat Jodo yatra aims to achieve, how 
critical it is, and what it entails for the future of the Indian  
National Congress. 

Read this article in the “Big Close Up” section on the Inspire! 
website, for an overview of Congress’ Bharat Jodo (Unify India) 
padyatra campaign. 

Know Your AIPC
Take Light: Creative Expressions from AIPC Fellows

Understanding India’s Unemployment
An Overview
 
By Kannan Kumar, Researcher (Economics), AIPC Delhi

This article gives an insight into how a substantial decline 
in the number of unemployed may not reflect in the rate of 
unemployment, how it may be linked to the state of our economy, 
employment among youth and women, and more…  

Read this article in the “Hot Topics” section on the Inspire! Website 
for understanding our unemployment problem better.

Read this section on the Inspire! website for knowing more 
about the thoughts and work of some of your AIPC Fellows: 
Rishi Rout, Shariq Firdoushi, Jaspirya Gandhok, Dahar 
Mujavar.

Also upcoming in the August 2022 issue:

• The Gender Bias in the Study & Practice of Medicine
• India’s rising rank in Crony Capitalism
• Our Country’s Environmental Challenges

Defections: The Question of Free Will and People’s Mandate 
By Mathew Antony, President, AIPC Maharashra

This detailed article analyses the ramifications of defections in 
politics and the ways to prevent them. While maintaining that 
dissent and difference is fundamental to the principles and ethos 
of democracy, it looks at ways to prevent defections caused by 
rank opportunism, which defeats the people’s mandate. 

Read this article in the “Perspectives” section of Inspire! to enrich 
your perspective and understanding!  


